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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, this month’s new products, and details on our 
June 2021 promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

This month, We released the animated undead portion 
of DOOM for MnM 3e as a separate product for those who 
don’t want the latter. We also took on several new stock art-
ists (as you can see from the listings within.)

Progress continues on the Terrors and Wastelanders 
chapter of Darwin’s World, Nuclear Edition with one 
major hiccup: some of the characters required doing about 
75% of the game mechanics in the Metal Gods, Nuclear Edi-
tion sourcebook first to ensure the latter will jive with the 
former. So, that essentially meant I had to edit much of 
another book before continuing to work on the core 
book’s final chapter. That’s the bad news. The good 
news means Metal Gods will be able to follow 
shortly after the core book’s release, as a result.

Also, for all those stock artists out there, you 
should have a look at this stock art blog article 
I wrote about preparing your art for your cus-
tomers’ needs.

Misfit Studios 
in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality 
print products through Lulu. You can also down-
load our most recent catalog of print products here.

Misfit Studios' New 
Releases -- Game Product

Here is what Misfit Studios released in June of 2021.
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Earl Geier Presents: Terror Reptile

Stock #: MIS9896

This stock art piece from Earl Geier partially depicts a Terror Reptile of some sort. 
Is it a monstrous lizard? A terrifying type of dinosaur? A demon?

The image is 3.5 x 5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG

Kirkechan Presents: Anime Raging  
Kitsune Sorceress

Stock #: MIS9897

This stock art image by Kirkechan depicts a long-tailed Anime Raging Kitsune Sor-
ceress about to unleash a spell against whatever is angering her so.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 5.75 x 8 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Jennifer S Lange Presents: Plan-
et with Many Moons

Stock #: MIS9898

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange presents a majestic Planet with Many 
Moons floating in space, among the stars, with a nearby neighbor. Who or what lives 
on this planet?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 11.5 x 8 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

http://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/359454?affiliate_id=34429&src=July2021OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/359459?affiliate_id=34429&src=July2021OBSNewsletterPDF
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Quico Vicens Picatto Presents: Des-
ert Tomb Mummy King

Stock #: MIS9899

This stock art piece by Quico Vicens-Picatto depicts a raid against the final resting 
place of a Desert Tomb King Mummy. Are all three figures other than the mummy 
adventurers coming to raid the tomb, or is the figure in the background a necromancer 
manipulating the bandaged undead?

This image is presented at 6.4 x 8.5 inches in size.

This color purchase includes one JPG and one TIFF version, each at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents: Veteran Viking

Stock #: MIS9900

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini depicts a muscular, Veteran Vi-
king hoisting his mighty axe across his shoulder. How many fights has this battle-
scarred warrior faced and defeated? How many monsters has he slain? Is the raven a 
companion or merely flying nearby to feed on the inevitable dead?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Transpar-
ent background TIFF version and alternative background versions are also provided. 
Dimensions are 8.13 x 11.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront
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Eric Lofgren Presents: Wounded  
Monk Martial Artist

Stock #: MIS9901

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a Wounded Monk Martial Artist who is 
clearly unwilling to back down against whatever manner of opponent she is facing.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 5 x 8 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Dopy Ogre

Stock #: MIS9902

This stock art piece from Earl Geier presents a rather Dopy Ogre (or anyone whose 
family tree is shy a few branches, really) sporting a gap-toothed mouth.

The image is 5 x 5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG

Kirkechan Presents: Mutant Parrot

Stock #: MIS9903

This stock art image by Kirkechan depicts a Mutant Parrot, with at least one extra eye 
,in flight.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 8 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)
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Jennifer S Lange Presents:  
Adventuring Sorceress

Stock #: MIS9904

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange presents a lightly-armored Adventuring 
Sorceress fully kitted-out and ready to take on the challenges to come.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 7 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Quico Vicens Picatto Presents:  
Deep Dragon Trouble

Stock #: MIS9905

This stock art piece by Quico Vicens-Picatto presents a bit of Deep Dragon Trouble 
when three adventurers cross paths with one of the giant reptiles, a mushroom-based 
humanoid, and a large, tentacled maw reaching up from below.

This image is presented at 7.5 x 11 inches in size.

This color purchase includes one JPG and one TIFF version, each at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents: Veteran Viking

Stock #: MIS9900

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini presents a previously Chained 
Dragon who is no longer fettered. Has the great beast broken free or was it released to 
carry out some deed? Either way, it looks incredibly formidable.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Transparent background TIFF version also provided. Dimensions are 11.5 x 8.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

http://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/359996?affiliate_id=34429&src=Julyl2021OBSNewsletterPDF
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The Manual of Mutants & Monsters:  
Animated Undead

Stock #: MIS5100

Taken from the pages of “DOOM 3e” (meaning you don’t need to buy this if you 
already own the former)

This release of The Manual of Mutants & Monsters provides game stats for animated 
undead: mindless, reanimated skeletons and zombies that respond to their masters’ ev-
ery whim.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Lamassu Winged Lion

Stock #: MIS9907

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a roaring Lamassu Winged Lion sitting 
atop an outcrop. Is the creature waiting for something? Keeping an eye on approaching 
prey or an enemy? Declaring the boundaries of its territory?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 5 x 7 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Hulking Deathknight

Stock #: MIS9908

This stock art piece from Earl Geier presents a Hulking Deathknight wielding a one-
handed scythe.

The image is 6 x 7” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vector 
version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG
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Kirkechan Presents: Wilderness Ferryman

Stock #: MIS9909

This stock art image by Kirkechan depicts a solo Wilderness Ferryman poling their 
way down a river. Where are they headed to? What sort of unusual lands are they travel-
ing through?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 8.5 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Jennifer S Lange Presents: Lost Jungle Temple

Stock #: MIS9910

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange presents a Lost Jungle Temple slowly be-
ing reclaimed by the green. Trees sprout from and around its stone, helping to conceal 
whatever history and treasure (and perhaps dangerous, as well) found within.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 17 x 6.5 inches.

Big enough for a full-wrap cover, front and back!

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents:  
Demon  Draconian

Stock #: MIS9911

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini presents a wide-mouthed, sharp-
toothed Deadly Draconian who seems ready for a fight. Aside from his sharp, deadly 
claws, does the smoke curling out of his mouth indicate this monster has a fiery breath 
weapon waiting?

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Transparent background TIFF version also provided. Dimensions are 11.5 x 8.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

http://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/360752?affiliate_id=34429&src=July2021OBSNewsletterPDF
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Sade Presents: Disinterested Noblewoman

Stock #: MIS9912

This stock art image by Sade depicts a seemingly Disinterested Noblewoman stand-
ing alone and aloof in a green dress. Is she truly bored or is she feigning disinterest for 
some reason?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Transpar-
ent background TIFF version also provided. Dimensions are 6 x 10.4 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Giant Insect Earwig

Stock #: MIS9913

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a wild Giant Insect Earwig moving 
through the land. Just how big is it and what is it looking for?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 8 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Bonehead Monster

Stock #: MIS9914

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Bonehead Monster looking for trouble. 
Those certainly aren’t horns on its head, so what purpose do such unusual protrusions 
serve,?

The image is 7 x 8” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

http://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/361151?affiliate_id=34429&src=July2021OBSNewsletterPDF
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Jennifer S Lange Presents: Red Lightning  
Magic Blade

Stock #: MIS9915

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange presents a Red Lightning Magic Blade 
that seemingly draws power from some sort of enchanted gem or pearl in its hilt. Who 
crafted this blade and to what purpose? What are its specific powers?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 5.5 x 4 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents:  
Earth Monster

Stock #: MIS9916

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini presents a towering Earth Mon-
ster with many eyes and sharp teeth, a long tongue, and broken horns. Is this some sort 
of elemental? Is it simply a creature of earth or do its limbs glow with molten fury?

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Transparent background TIFF version also provided. Dimensions are 8.5 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Sade Presents: Cyberpunk APC

Stock #: MIS9917

This stock art image by Sade depicts a sleek, well-armed Cyberpunk APC rolling 
down a slick, neon-lit street. Who is within the APC and what is their business being so 
heavily armed in an urban area?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 8.5 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

http://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/361507?affiliate_id=34429&src=July2021OBSNewsletterPDF
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Eric Lofgren Presents: Lion Scorpion Centaur

Stock #: MIS9918

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren presents an unusual monster hybrid, the Lion 
Scorpion Centaur warrior wielding a spear. Is this a unique creation or just an example 
of an entire race?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 5.5 x 7 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Demon Brute Beast

Stock #: MIS9919

This stock art piece from Earl Geier presents a Demon Brute Beast standing sturdy 
and ready. Is it on guard? Waiting for someone or something?

The image is 5 x 5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Jennifer S Lange Presents: Twisted Unicorns

Stock #: MIS9920

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange depicts a group of Twisted Unicorns to-
gether. Are they all running free in the wild or is this a close-up of a battle-line of 
mounted elves or the like?

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Dimensions are 16 x 11.5 inches.

Big enough for a partially wrapped cover, front and back!

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)
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PRomotions

Get the Rogue Mage Roleplaying Game Player’s Handbook for the Rogue Mage 
RPG for roughly half off. Get It Now.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.
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